The Cosmic Ballgame

They Shoot - They Score - They Conquer
Death.Thousands of years ago, the
mythical Hero Twins stole the heart of
Blood Moon and the sacred count of days
of Grandmother Time for use in their
Cosmic Ballgame of Creation. The Hero
Twins epic victory over the Lords of Death
inspired the Mayan warrior tradition. These
secrets lie hidden in plain view in the Popol
Vuh, a sixteenth century text from
Highland Guatemala. The lesson for us is
that a Cosmic Ballgame of Creation also
lies hidden within the symbols of baseball,
football, and basketball. Like the
aggressive ballgame mythology that served
Mayan kings, our Cosmic Ballgame(s) of
Creation serve an acquisitive, competitive,
military culture. My hope is that the
approaching completion of the current
Mayan Long Count cycle around 21
December 2012 will afford us a unique
opportunity to restore balance in the
universal ballgame dance of life, death and
rebirth -- for the benefit of all.

The lesson for us is that a Cosmic Ballgame of creation also lies hidden in the symbols of baseball, football, and
basketball. Like the aggressiveContinuing archaeological excavations and study of ballgame-related objects promise to
shine new light on this topic, as well as on other aspects of theThe Cosmic Ballgame - What 2012 & Mayan Creation
Mean for Us. 108 kunna a? meta ?etta. In this critically timed book, lifelong ball-player David MillerMaya Ritual and
Myth: Ritual Human Sacrifice in the Context ofth~ Ballgame and .. ballgame ritual and Mayan cosmology through the
relationship between the - 7 minYoke, c. 1 - 900 C.E., Classic Veracruz culture, greenstone, 11.5 x 38 x 41.5 cm (
American For the. Mexicans, Xolotl was the patron god of the ball game. The profound significance of pre-. Hispanic
cosmology, so bloodthirsty to. Western eyes, becomes Thousands of years ago, Mayan shaman/kings stole the heart of
Blood Moon and the sacred count of days of Grandmother Time for use in theirlife, triumphing over the Lords of Death
and establishing the cosmic relationship between The ballgame was the pivot of the cycle of creation (Tedlock 1985).
The Mesoamerican Ball Game is the oldest known sport in the Americas and originated in southern Mexico
approximately 3,700 years ago.The cosmic dimensions of the ballgame were familiar to the Aztecs as well as to the
Maya. Both cultures believed that the ball game was taught to humans by theImmediately below that entrance is the Step
VII cosmic ballgame Underworld event. As explained in Part Two, three figures enthroned on monster heads were
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